2024 Harrington-MSTP Scholar Award Letter of Intent Guidelines

Deadline for Letters of Intent (LOI): April 14, 2024 at 11:59 PM EDT

Below is the list of sections you will be asked to fill out in your online application. To access and submit your online application, please log in to SmartSimple.com to complete your registration and submission.

- Intended Graduation Date
- Project Title
- Stage of Development
- Therapeutic Area
- Therapeutic Modality
- Research

- Abstract (250 Words Maximum)
  - Provide a non-confidential summary of the project including unmet medical needs, disease mechanism, target pathway, proposed research and validation.

- Intellectual Property Summary (250 Words Maximum)
  - List relevant issued patents or pending patent applications. Please mention if the IP is owed by you / your institution, co-owned with other institution(s) or a for-profit third-party.

- Biographical Sketch
  - Upload a Biographical Sketch in NIH format for the Principal Investigator.